How Networks Actually Harm Organisations

By Jason P. Davis, INSEAD

Digital technologies create digital relationships that limit companies ability to innovate and change.

Listen to "How Networks Actually Harm Organisations" on Spreaker.

It’s long been understood that social networks, the likes of LinkedIn and Facebook, but also tools such as Whatsapp and Slack, enable individuals to collaborate and accomplish important tasks. As a result, firms typically rely on collaboration through networks to help them innovate and change.

Yet, in this podcast, INSEAD professor Jason Davis argues that networking to boost one’s social capital can actually hurt firms if the resulting “digital relationships” only help individuals pursue private objectives. The conversation expands on the themes covered in his recent book Digital Relationships: Network Agency Theory and Big Tech, itself based on over a decade of research in big tech companies such as Google, Amazon and Tesla, in America, Asia and Europe.

Although these findings may seem counterintuitive or surprising to those who believe in social capital and the individual benefits of networking, they
can be best understood as an example of an emerging theory that Davis terms “network agency theory”. The key idea is that the networks that are in the best interest of individuals are not always aligned with the needs and interests of the firm.

**Network issues**

Davis identifies a number of issues that can emerge from wrong networking behaviour. He then gives examples that demonstrate how the adoption of digital technology has served to amplify and even strengthen these problems:

**The number of ties.** Employees are forming too many ties, leading to overcommitment, divided attention and languishing projects. Digital technologies reduce the cost of forming and maintaining ties, which leads to further misalignment in networking interests.

**Too many weak ties.** Individuals form weak ties primarily for their own benefit, but these lack intimacy and trust. When they attempt to act on them, they are unable to mobilise them to meet the goals of the organisation.

**Entrenched brokers reduce collaboration.** Managers are often advised to leverage brokers or become brokers themselves in order to enable interactions. But when brokers become entrenched in their position, the bridges they form become ineffective, and they are in fact linked to lower innovation outcomes in organisations.

**Social network inequality.** Not everyone has the same type of network, and some people have more ties than others. When hubs (high status actors) act as bottlenecks that limit rich interaction and information flow, people end up relying on them and the overall organisation suffers. Digital technologies favour those who are already hubs by making it even easier for them to form and maintain ties.

**Network issues in real life**

Davis illustrates this through the example of a real-life tech company that had embraced networking principles so wholeheartedly that it lead to productivity and quality issues. Perhaps most tellingly it proved impossible to conduct a top level managers’ meeting as everyone’s schedules were already filled with other networking activities.
This example also demonstrated that even when addressed, the problem has a tendency to return. This was an issue identified across the research. Managers would move to address the problem and urge employees to form less ties, but the same network problems would re-emerge due to the clear benefits of networks for individuals.

**Lasting solutions**

However, actions can be taken. To institute organisation-wide change, top executives need to introduce a company-wide mandate to shift the culture and practices. In particular, human resources teams can play a vital role by becoming more strategic about networks at key stages of the employee journey, from hiring and socialisation to appraisals and promotions. At each stage the need to maintain smaller and stronger networks can be reinforced.

To help with this process, Davis has developed a scorecard which assesses the network behaviours employees undertake so managers can then provide the right incentives. At the same time HR teams can further assist individuals through specific training on how to achieve more focused networking skills.

The impact of digital technologies on organisations and how they operate continues to grow, with the rise of AI promising to transform the way that we work. This is equally true when it comes to the capacity to network: AI can both amplify network agency problems but also give managers more tools to deal with issues when they arise.

**Further reading:**


Knowledge articles by Jason Davis.
### Digital relationships scorecard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Key Performance Indicator (KPI)</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Actual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employees’ network ties</td>
<td>Total ties</td>
<td>Number of network connections actively forming &amp; maintaining</td>
<td>&lt; 50 ties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weak ties</td>
<td>Number of weak ties without long history of support, commitment and trust</td>
<td>&lt; 80% of ties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brokerage relationships</td>
<td>Number of contacts that are bridged by the employee</td>
<td>&lt; 10 bridging ties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital technology usage</td>
<td>Digital relationships</td>
<td>Time spent using digital technologies to form and manage new relationships</td>
<td>&lt; 10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network management activity</td>
<td>Knowledge of others’ ties</td>
<td>Accuracy in mapping others’ ties with employees, partners and subordinates</td>
<td>&gt; 80%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helping others</td>
<td>Times helped others form or maintain ties</td>
<td>&gt; 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shaping others’ ties</td>
<td>Instances of positively shaping others’ ties to meet organisational objectives</td>
<td>&gt; 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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